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UNIVERSAL TILT HI HAT

SKU SH81040005

EAN 8055687020669

UPC 816892020343

OVERVIEW 

ShooTools Universal Tilt Hi Hat is the newest revolutionary must have for filmmakers to 
maximize shooting, solving quickly the annoyance of mounting half ball heads on Sliders or 
Dolly with3/8” thread.

Born Universal. Tilt Hi Hat is designed to suit every video head of 75mm and 100mm, simply 
installing the included ring adapter, tool-less. ShooTools aims to offer always smart solutions 
and for this reason, Tilt Hi Hat includes 2 Locking Handles of 3/8” and M10 for a quick video 
head set up, valid for any branded video head available in the market (Cartoni, Manfrotto, Miller, 
Sachtler, etc.).

180° rotation capacity.  The easiest and most practical “upside down” shootings can be 
realized so easily! No effort is required to obtain unique points of view like table tops or 
vertical tracking shots. Everything works really smoothly at the desired angle.

Safety and Steadiness. The two valuable locking handles of 3/8” & M10 facilitate the head 
fixing in any desired position, while a dual blockage system guarantees maximum safety and 
steadiness.

Born to suit filmmakers needs. It doesn’t matter the location of filming nor the tool: Tilt Hi 
Hat is extremely adaptable. As a matter of fact, one of the characteristics of Tilt Hi Hat base 
is the existence of multiple holes all around it. The holes facilitate the installation of this 
exceptional device on a wooden board or on any other tool or surface.  Moreover, several 3/8” 
and ¼ threaded holes on the base sides offer the possibility to add accessories or tie downs. 
Or.. why don’t set it to the top of a crane!? It could be a lifesaver.

Lifetime device. Completely Drilled in Italy from high-quality 6066 Aluminum, Shootools Tilt Hi 
Hat is finished with a double treatment of shot peening, to increase hardness, and anodization 
at 30 microns, to increase the tools protection against usage, time and weather conditions.

HIGHLIGHTS

100% Made in Italy

Unique 180° Rotation 

Universal for 75mm 100mm heads

3/8” Knob Included

M10 Knob Included

Billet Anticorodal Componts

Professional Tool

Double System of Blockage

Lateral 3/8” - 1/4” holes

LIFETIME WARRANTY

IN THE BOX

Tilt Hi Hat 

Ring Adapter 75-100 ø

Locking Handle 3/8” 

Locking Handle M10

WARRANTY 

LIFETIME WARRANTY

SPECS

Rotation up to 184°

Height 61,4" (156 mm)

Width 49,6" (126 mm)

Depth 33,4" (85 mm)

Weight 2,42 lb (1,2 kg)

Load Capacity 44 lb (20 kg)

Ring Adapter Included 75-100 ø

Locking Handle Included 3/8" and M10

Base Handle 3/8" 3/8"-16

Holes 
6 x 1/4”-20

2 x 3/8”-16

Materials Anodized aluminium CNC machined

Treatments
Shot peening through ceramic spheres

Organic Anodization at 30 micron

ACCESSORIES

100 mm HALF BALL

SKU SH81040008

EAN 8055687020690

UPC 816892020374


